Abstract: Noninvasive MR acquisition of blood flow and stationary tissue provides three-dimensional display of flow and of the vascular and brain surfaces. The calculated motion of a simulated bolus injection is derived from the measured velocity vector field and is animated to resemble cine angiography. Simulation of a bolus injection into the basilar artery of a healthy volunteer shows the blood flow into the posterior cerebral arteries. Index Terms: Blood, flow dynamics-Brain, anatomy-Magnetic resonance imaging, three-dimensional.
Angiographic studies are included in -10% of today's clinical MR examinations. Over the past decade, there has been a dramatic increase in fine vessel resolution with stationary tissue suppression due to improved acquisition technique and instrumentation (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . Although magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) has not yet replaced the more invasive X-ray angiography, it does provide valuable information to assess vascular flow. New threedimensional (3D) PC techniques provide both stationary tissue contrast and a blood velocity vector field from a single acquisition. However, it is not easy to visualize the anatomy and analyze the blood flow from this vast amount of data. At present the flow information is stored as velocity component images that are difficult to analyze. We have designed a 3D model and have simulated a bolus injection from a 3D simultaneous PC angiography acquisition to provide more information for surgical planning and for the diagnosis of vascular pathology.
Magnetic resonance contrast depends on both the dynamics of precessing nuclear spins and relaxation phenomena. Flow contrast is provided by either time-of-flight (TOF) (3, 5, 7, (9) (10) (11) (12) 14) or PC (1,2,!%13) pulse sequences. In the TOF methods (8) the magnitude of the spin signal is influenced by the flow. In the PC methods (6) the phase of the nuclear spins is detected with a flow encoding bipolar gradient pulse. Motion of nuclear spins in a magnetic field gradient induces a change in magnetization or a phase shift.
Phase contrast pulse sequences provide simultaneous 3D contrast of the stationary tissue and a quantitative blood velocity vector field (13) , and with a maximum intensity projection MRA can be performed (11,15). The surfaces of the blood vessels have been constructed from 3D TOF MRA (16) , and 3D surfaces of the brain have been displayed from MRA using connectivity (17) (18) (19) (20) or multispectral analysis (21) (22) (23) . Both the surfaces of the brain and those of the blood vessels have been integrated into a single 3D model for surgical planning (23) . The brain anatomy and the blood flow surface can be derived from a single 3D acquisition (13, 23) . For surgical planning applications, one desires a safe trajectory from the entry point to the target that does not intersect blood vessels (22, 23) . Although TOF acquisitions are usually faster than PC methods for creating MRA, they require an additional registered stationary tissue acquisition to construct a 3D model for surgical planning.
We demonstrate blood flow patterns using a simulated bolus injected into a 3D model derived from PC MR data. A surface model is constructed, markers are placed in the arteries to simulate a bolus of dye, and the motion of the bolus is derived from the fluid velocity. The stationary tissue images show the brain with bright blood vessels, whereas the flow speed images display only the moving blood with an intensity proportional to the speed. Surface images of the blood vessels were constructed from flow data with the dividing cubes algorithm using connectivity to suppress unconnected noise (16) . However, connectivity alone could not be used with stationary tissue magnitude images to isolate the brain surface from the vessel surfaces. Rather, two sets of 3D images (stationary and speed) were needed and processed with a multispectral segmentation method to separate the brain and blood vessel voxels (23) . A brain surface was generated from the segmented data and displayed with the blood vessel surface using the dividing cubes algorithm (19) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Magnetic Resonance Acquisition
A 3D model of the blood vessels (red) and brain surface (gray) was constructed and rendered at different orientations (Fig. 2a) . Such models have been used to plan surgery since the surgeons need to locate blood vessels in three dimensions. Sections through the brain are made to view the internal blood vessels (Fig. 2b) .
Simulated Bolus Injection
To illustrate the feature of a simulated bolus injection, the basilar artery was selected because it bifurcates into the left and right posterior cerebral arteries. A simulated bolus injection was created from the second 60 slice vascular study at the base of the brain. Transparent blood vessel surfaces derived from flow magnitude data were rendered with the marching cubes algorithm (18) . A number of simulated small seeds were placed at the entry of the basilar artery to mimic a bolus injection. During the continuous simulated injection, seeds were cre-, ated with small random displacements across the 
RESULTS
A bolus was simulated at the entrance of the basilar artery, and the markers migrated through the bifurcation to enter both posterior cerebral arteries. The animation of a simulated bolus of bubbles moving through the blood vessels resembles cine angiography (Fig. 3) . This motion is best shown by viewing a cine loop of the calculated bolus. The transparent vessels calculated at a constant speed surface are superimposed to show the position of the vessels. Some of the markers appear to move outside the speed surface, which is interior to the actual vessel wall.
The voxel intensities and measured velocities in the region of the bifurcation are listed in Table 1 . The standard deviation SD indicates the scatter of the data for the images shown in Fig. I . The stationary tissue appears to drift at a slow velocity due to errors, which, if desired, could be corrected, in reconstructing the velocity data.
Blood flow through healthy arteries in the head shows a laminar flow pattern with some circulation at the level of the curvatures of the vessels. The flow in the carotid arteries was demonstrated with an animated sequence of migrating spherical markers derived from the velocity field. The distribution of spherical markers is shown in the carotid artery (Fig. 4a ). Blood flow is most rapid in the center of straight arterial segments; however, as the vessel curves, the rapid flowing blood is displaced outward by centrifugal force and a circulation pattern is set up in the vessel cross section. The trajectory of a marker is calculated in the carotid artery using the third data set from Brigham and Women's hospital (Fig. 4b) . We have not yet applied this technique to diseased vessels where it is likely that flow will be perturbed.
There are several limitations to the flow visualization technique described above. The PC MR acquisition averages blood flow over minutes, and the resulting velocity field does not include the contribution of periodic cardiac motion. Thus, the periodic motion of the particles in the bolus is not shown in the simulation. A much faster acquisition sequence would be required to show the periodic cardiac fluid motion. Since the velocity is deduced from the phase of the spins, there is a maximum velocity that may be detected at a phase of r . The velocity sensitivity may be set by the flow encoding bipolar gradient strength. Regions of high flow near narrowed vessels may give a low flow signal from phase wrap or phase dispersion within a voxel. Random background noise in the velocity field causes the simulated marker to undergo a random walk as the marker migrates up the artery at a time averaged velocity, V. The random component of the velocity may add or subtract from the actual velocity, but the random component adds to the square displacement E,~ after n jumps of distance to give 6 (24) ~, 2 = n6* Assuming that the marker jumps each time it enters a new voxel of size s, the number of jumps depends on the velocity and time by n = Vtls.
The size of the average jump 6 depends on the voxel size s, the velocity signal V, and the noise a by 6 = us/V. The displacement error after a time t is given by
In the example shown in Fig. 2 , the velocity V is 276 mmls, the background velocity components standard deviation (SD) is approximately a = 30 m d s , the voxel size is s = 0.8 mm, and with n = 40 jumps in the basilar artery from the entrance to the bifurcation the estimated random walk error is E , = 0.6 mm. During a 0.12 s time of migration, the displacement from a 4 mmls drift velocity normal to the vessel becomes only 0.4 mm. In this case both random and systematic velocity errors create a displacement of less than a voxel size.
In the future a comparison between healthy and diseased vessels would provide a measure of the clinical utility of this technique. Furthermore to validate the technique, the simulated bolus tracking needs to be compared in the same subject with actual X-ray bolus tracking.
CONCLUSION
The idea of simulating a cine angiography bolus injection with MR derived flow data simplifies the flow analysis by replacing 3D blood flow vector fields with simple animation. Angiography injects virtual bubbles to view the flow. A model of blood vessels and brain surface provides the surgeon with information about deep vessels lacking in projection displays.
